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Foreign Language class is never "
               as popular as Physical Education
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TASK

•  Create Excitement

•  Motivate Students
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SOLUTION

Enter their virtual world

Ever changing     Constantly evolving

LANGUAGE
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ENTER THEIR WORLD

Social Media
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ENTER THEIR WORLD
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL

Learning Through Song

•  Do not get lost on word by word translation

•  Melody and rhythm help to correctly pronounce 
words 

•  Singing can also lessen inhibitions

•  Excellent mnemonic devices 
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL

embrace 

barriers think freely 

same as young child 
first acquires language

Animated Video

Interactive visual method 
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL

Tío Spanish

Finger puppet who finds
himself in funny
predicaments
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL

¿AY TÍO LA ROSA 
ES PARA MI?

Tío Spanish
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL

Real-life connections

Students
Engaged
Focused

Passionate

Señor Wooly
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL

•  Soap Opera

•  Available in various foreign languages

•  Actors & Actresses are native speakers 

•  Students are captivated by the characters and soap 
opera versions of real life situations

•  Language is colloquial and modern 

Extra
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL

Extra produced by BBC
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL

•  Following the author added 
another dimension

•  Students felt a personal 
connection

•  Heightening their sensibility 
and intensifying their reaction 
to the novel

Facebook
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL

Memories shared on social 
media take students inside 
author’s personal 
experiences beyond the 
novel.
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Have you heard this?
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– Students in My Spanish Classes!

“I can’t learn a foreign language.”

“I don’t want to learn a foreign language.”

“Who needs to learn a foreign language?”
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This was replaced with…
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– Students in My Spanish Classes!

“This video is cool.”

“Kids have a texting slang in Spanish?”

“Profe did you make this Powerpoint?”
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•  The barrier has been torn down. 
•  The mindset open to learn. 
•  The path to embrace foreign language 

acquisition set in course.
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Interject Today’s Digital World in The Classroom

With Ease & Grace
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21st Century Tools

Invaluable Professional Resource 
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21ST CENTURY TOOLS

•  Access scholarly articles
•  Follow trends and 

modifications
•  Engage in various 

forums

Real Academia Española

Social Media
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LANGUAGE GOES VIRAL
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21ST CENTURY TOOLS

•  The perfect teaching companion

•  A virtual filing cabinet

•  Personalized, easily modified with a touch or swipe

•  Switching between videos, pictures, presentations and 
documents with ease

iPad
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21ST CENTURY TOOLS
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21ST CENTURY TOOLS

•  YouTube isn’t just for entertainment

•  It is a complete lesson plan

•  Videos can be previewed

•  Watch Later list

•  Create Playlists

•  Subscribe to favorite personalities
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21ST CENTURY TOOLS

iPad Photo Stream
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21ST CENTURY TOOLS

Creating albums by category
Photo Stream
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PROVEN RESULTS
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PROVEN RESULTS

•  Students’ scores on national and state achievement exams 
rose.

•  Percentiles rose significantly in proficiency on the listening and 
speaking components.

•  Students demonstrated ownership of the language in the 
writing sections.

•  Students expressed themselves in a fluid, clear and concise 
manner while demonstrating correct grammatical structures.

** As compared to previous years
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PROVEN RESULTS

How can success be measured?

Engagement

Smiles

Laughter

Passion

Motivation

Enthusiasm

Excitement
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PROVEN RESULTS

•  How can success be measured?

•  Students sing humorous Soy Guapo song in the hallways. 

•  Students apply new technology learned in computer class to 
create a animated video in Spanish to share with their peers.

•  Students text each other in Spanish so their parents can’t 
understand.

•  Students count  in Spanish during a volley in Physical Education 
and break a record.
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PROVEN RESULTS

•  How can success be measured?

•  Teachers sing humorous Soy Guapo song driving to 
work.

•  Teachers learn new technology to create an animated 
video in Spanish to share with their students.

•  Teachers text each other in Spanish just for fun.
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How Can Success be Measured?
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PROVEN RESULTS

Teachers

Engaged

Excited

Enthusiastic

Passionate Motivated

Focused

Committed

Students and
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Foreign Language class is ALMOST"
               as popular as Physical Education
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